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With the proliferation of digital data, data mining (DM)—in the sense of the discovery

of valuable structures in large sets of data—is expected to increase the productivity

of many types of research. This paper discusses how copyright affects DM by aca-

demic researchers. In some territories, academic DM is lawful if researchers have

lawful access to input works. In other territories such as the European Union, lawful

DM additionally requires specific consent by rights holders. Based on bibliometric

data and quasi-experimental research designs, we show that where academic DM

requires specific rights holder consent: (1) DM publications make up a significantly

lower share of total research output, and (2) stronger rule of law is associated with

less DM research. To our knowledge, this study is the first to empirically document

an adverse effect of intellectual property (IP) on innovation under particular circum-

stances. There is strong evidence that copyright exceptions or limitations promote

the adoption of DM research.

1 | INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the effect of copyright on data mining (DM) by

academic researchers. Hand et al. (2001) broadly define DM as “the
discovery of interesting, unexpected or valuable structures in large

datasets.”1

With the proliferation of digital data, DM is widely expected to

increase the productivity of many types of research activities and

to become a main driver of economic growth (Einav & Levin, 2014;

OECD, 2014, 2015; Varian, 2014). For an overview of DM applica-

tions in various aspects of the economy, see Dean (2014). That DM

already has commercial value and contributes to economic growth is

easily illustrated. DM plays an important role in eliciting value from

data, and for instance, according to a recent report for the European

Commission, the “overall impact of the data market on the economy

as a whole” in 27 European Union (EU) Member States was €325 bil-

lion in 2019, up 7% since 2018, and accounting for 2.6% of GDP

(Cattaneo et al., 2020, p. 13). What is more, among the 10 most valu-

able companies in 2015 according to Fortune 500 (Gandel, 2016), at

least two were founded quite recently as suppliers of “free” online

services—Alphabet (formerly Google) ranked second and Facebook

ranked fifth―and initially relied on the collection and analysis of user

data for generating rapidly growing revenues.2 Academic research is

another area in which DM is expected to foster value creation, and as

we will show, DM has been the topic of an increasing share of total

academic research output over the last two decades.

Copyright relates to a trade-off regarding DM. Effective copyright

protection should increase the supply of potential DM input works

but can also increase the costs of using existing data for those not

holding relevant copyrights. DM by means of digital information and

communication technology (ICT) technically requires the reproduction

of input works and may thus fall under copyright, even if only aspects

of individual input works are relevant for a DM project. We analyze

bibliometric data to establish how various copyright policies affect the

application of DM in academic research. We show that in countries in

which DM for academic research requires the express consent of

rights holders, DM-related articles make up a significantly smaller

share of total research output.

How copyright is applied to DM will continue to affect many

academic researchers in coming decades. The evidence presented in

this paper relates to a policy debate in particular in the EU. Under

current EU legislation, DM requires prior authorization of rights
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holders even if the potential user has lawful access to the research

articles and databases in question (Directive 2001/29/EC, 2001, art.

3 and 5). The situation will change with the implementation, by

June 7, 2021, of Article 3 of Directive (EU) 2019/790 which

expressly allows text mining and DM to take place for the purposes

of scientific research carried out by research organizations and cul-

tural heritage institutions. The United States have a more permissive

copyright policy regarding DM and recent rulings seem to confirm

greater scope for DM without express consent by rights holders.3

Other countries like the United Kingdom and several Asian coun-

tries have recently introduced relatively permissive legislation, the

application of which will probably be defined further in the courts.

As yet, the situation is uncertain for many academic researchers and

other stakeholders.

2 | THEORY

DM is a novel technology to conduct research. According to standard

economic theory, researchers will conduct DM as long as expected

returns exceed the opportunity costs of the best alternative allocation

of researchers' resources. The uptake of DM should be affected by

demand conditions, the price and characteristics of inputs (including

suitable data) as well as of related goods and services, the conditions

of production, competition, and government policies and regulations

including relevant aspects of intellectual property (IP).

However, incentive schemes for academic research often diverge

from typical markets (Dasgupta & David, 1994) so that an application

of production theory is not entirely straightforward. In particular,

there is no conventional demand formation and thus only incomplete

market coordination. Academic research has public good attributes,

and in many territories, it is largely financed through public means.

Academic researchers' returns depend less on sales of research output

but come in the form of research funding and long-term employment

with prestigious universities or research institutes. These types of

returns hinge on peer recognition for which the publication record

is central.

We assume that researchers seek to maximize the (quality-

adjusted) number of articles they publish by employing the most effi-

cient technologies available to them. As with any new technology,

there may be uncertainty, and DM uptake per country may be

affected by the specific characteristics of domestic researchers and

research organizations. Nevertheless, in the aggregate choices of

researchers between various technologies should provide the best

available indication of the optimal allocation of resources under spe-

cific circumstances within countries. This paper documents the effect

of copyright law on this choice.

Like other types of IP, economists often address copyright as a

means to mitigate market failure in the private provision of goods

with public good attributes (Arrow, 1962; Novos & Waldman, 1984;

Samuelson, 1954). The explicit aim is to promote the supply of valu-

able copyright works by endowing those investing in the development

of relevant works with temporary market power. Effective copyright

protection has ambiguous effects on the supply of new creative

works: on the one hand, it increases returns to rights holders; on the

other, stronger copyright protection increases the total cost of input

works to potential DM researchers due to higher prices and greater

transaction costs compared with a situation where data are available

without an explicit, additional license from the rights holders

(Landes & Posner, 1989). From a welfare economic perspective, copy-

right thus fights fire with fire: it mitigates one source of market failure

(underprovision of public goods) with another (market power and

underutilization of public goods).

Our empirical work is based on several related assumptions. First,

DM is often conducted by researchers, who are not the rights holders

of all adequate data.4 Second, DM by academic researchers increases

in the quantity and quality of supply of suitable data. Third, academic

DM decreases in the costs of accessing relevant data. Fourth, effec-

tive copyright protection affects the supply of suitable data and/or

the full economic costs of accessing data and conducting DM. We

thus hypothesize that variations in relevant copyright policy between

countries will affect the amount of DM by researchers residing in

those countries. Because copyright has ambivalent effects on follow-

up use of protected works, the direction of copyright's effect on DM

is unclear at the outset.

3 | DATA

Tables 1 and 2 give an overview of variables used in this paper.5 One

important measure of research output is the number of academic jour-

nal articles published. We collected data from Thomson Reuter's Web

of Science (WoS), using the entire WoS Core Collection Database

including the so-called Science Citation Index Expanded, Social Sci-

ence Citation Index and Art & Humanities Citation Index.

To generate the variable “DM Output,” we extracted the number

of all published research articles on DM from 42 large economies.6

The Boolean searches on the WoS database were defined by three

simultaneous restrictions: (1) “data mining” entered in inverted

commas in the field “Topic”; (2) a country name according to the for-

mat used on WoS in the field author's “Address,” which relates to the

country of residence of the first or main author; and (3) a year of pub-

lication in the field “Year Published.” Search results were further

restricted by ticking the option “Articles” in the user interface of

WoS, so that results only contain academic journal articles rather than

conference proceedings, book reviews, and the like. For each country

and year, we recorded the number of different items in the WoS data-

base that fulfill these search criteria. Our panel includes the 15 largest

EU Member States, as well as the 27 largest other economies based

on national GDP in 2013 according to the World Bank. The data

covers the years 1992 to 2014. WoS includes articles published since

1975. It contains no articles on DM published before 1992. We thus

have 966 country-year observations. In the data analysis, some coun-

tries had to be excluded because they could not be classified in terms

of relevant copyright provisions. The articles featured in the search

results contain DM applications and related conceptual and
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TABLE 1 List of variables used in data analysis

Short variable name

Description (all data per country and

year) Source Additional information

DM Output Number of DM-related research

articles

Own collection on Web of

Science

Research Output Total number of research articles Own collection on Web of

Science

DM Share (‰) Dependent variable; quotient of “DM

Output” and “Research Output”
times 1000

Own calculations; derived

variable

Copyright

(a) Consent Required

(b) Probably Required

(c) Probably not Required

(d) Not Required

Categories (b) to (d) are

combined in some cases

Ordinal variable and main predictor;

categorization of countries

according to whether specific

consent of rights holders is

required for academic DM research

to be consistent with copyright law

Own classification Categories (b) to (d) merged in some

regressions so that we get a binary

distinction between “Consent
Required” and “Not Definitely

Required”; for full documentation

see Table 3 and the Supporting

Information

Switch Dummy variable for seven countries

that changed from “Probably
Required” (Code 0) to “Probably
not Required” (Code 1)

Own classification; derived

from “Copyright”
See Table A2

Rule of Law Index for law abidance; normalized to

a mean of 0 and standard deviation

of 1; scaled between �2 and 2

World Bank (2015a, 2015b) No data before 1996 nor for 2014a

Population Number of inhabitants World Bank (2015a, 2015b)

Broadband (%) Share of households with broadband

internet subscription

World Bank (2015a, 2015b) 360 missing observations; no data

between 1992 and 1997 and very

incomplete until 1999; no data

available for Taiwan

GDP/capita ($1000) Gross domestic product per

inhabitant for country

World Bank (2015a, 2015b) 52 missing observations; no data for

2014, Argentina (2007–2014),
Taiwan (2011–2014)

EU Dummy for members states of the

European Union (EU) or of the

European Economic Area (EEA) or

countries preparing for EU

accession during the year in

question

See Table 3

aUntil 2003, we only have values for alternate years. To avoid loss of data and given the generally low variation of this indicator, the scores for 1997,

1999, and 2001 for each country were estimated computing the arithmetic mean of the rule of law score in the previous and posterior year.

TABLE 2 Descriptives for variables
used in data analysis

Variable N Mean SD Min Max

DM Output 966 19.090 46.409 0 396

Research Output 966 24,640 45,453 65 368,469

DM Share (‰) 966 0.620a 0.781 0.000 7.937

Rule of Law (scaled between �2 and 2) 725 0.704 0.998 �1.790 2.000b

Population ('000) 924 107,595 249,045 2013 1,357,380

Broadband (%) 606 13.191 12.488 0.000c 42.562

GDP/capita ($1000) 914 22,249 16,960 0.413 67,805

aThis is the unweighted average of averages per country and year. Across the entire panel, the average

“DM Share” is 0.77‰.
bThe maximum “Rule of Law” score in our panel was 1.9996 for Denmark in 2007.
cThe minimum for “Broadband” is 0.0003 for Nigeria in 2005.
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methodological work. Among the countries covered, searches on WoS

brought up 18,441 DM-related articles between 1993 and 2014.

We also collected data on the total number of research articles

published for the same set of countries and years to generate the vari-

able “Research Output.” Search parameters were the same as

reported above, except that no “Topic” was specified. This brought up

23,802,650 articles for the entire panel. Over the 22 years covered,

0.77‰ of all articles had DM as a topic.

In our empirical analysis, for each country and year, we used the

ratio of “DM Output” and “Research Output” as the dependent vari-

able, multiplied by 1000 to avoid dealing with very small fractional

numbers. This variable is referred to as “DM Share.” We thus mitigate

one of the major problems in using bibliometric data to assess coun-

tries' relative performance: varying degrees of coverage over different

countries, languages, or academic disciplines. It is well documented

that WoS (and other major research databases) cover English-

language publications most comprehensively. The output of countries

where many researchers publish in other languages is thus easily

underestimated (Mongeon & Paul-Hus, 2016; Van Raan et al., 2011).

By contrast, with our dependent variable “DM Share,” we can pro-

duce valid comparisons between groups of countries as long as the

relatively weak assumption holds that the probability of DM-related

articles featuring in WoS compared with the probability of other arti-

cles does not systematically and strongly deviate over time between

different copyright categories.

Yearly scores for “DM Output” and “DM Share” have increased

substantially since 1992. See Figures 1 and 2 for an illustration and

Appendix A for an overview of the data by country.

We classify countries according to the type of copyright law that

applies to DM, similar to an approach pioneered by Ginarte and

Park (1997). See the Supporting Information for a detailed discussion.

We use two aspects of the copyright system: (1) whether copyright

exceptions or limitations are in place that could apply to DM by

academic researchers who have lawful access to potential input works

and (2) whether there is relevant case law specifying the applicability

of existing exceptions and limitations. Table 3 gives an overview of

the four country categorizations from 1992 to 2014 according to

DM-related copyright law. Table 4 presents descriptive data regarding

“DM Share” in the copyright categories.

There is often a discrepancy between IP law and social practice,

because IP is hard to enforce.7 We therefore incorporate a “Rule of

Law” indicator as reported by the Worldwide Governance Indicators

(WGI) project (World Bank, 2015a, 2015b) and documented in

Kaufmann et al. (1999) and Kaufmann et al. (2010). This indicator is

defined as “the extent to which agents have confidence in and abide

by the rules of society” (World Bank, 2015b), including the quality of

contract enforcement and property rights. We use it as a proxy for

the level of enforcement of quasi-property rights such as copyright.8

We further use GDP per capita, population size, and broadband pene-

tration as control variables. The raw data are available in a replication

data set.

To prepare our econometric analysis, Figure 3 displays differences

between the average “DM Share” of 23 countries in the “Consent
Required” copyright category and 14 countries with more permissive

copyright legislation (mostly “Probably Required” and “Probably not

Required”; nonclassifiable countries excluded) represented by the

F IGURE 1 The absolute number of data mining (DM) research articles published per year (42 countries; 1992 to 2014).
Sources: Own calculations based on search results on the WoS database
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zero line. We further distinguish countries from the “Consent
Required” category by their “Rule of Law” scores. Copyright law

should have a stronger effect in countries with stronger enforcement

or a greater cultural propensity to adhere to legal norms. The black line

represents 12 countries with “Rule of Law” scores greater than 1.2

during any year for which data is available. The gray line represents

11 countries with “Rule of Law” scores lower than 1.2. Between 1996,

when DM publications gradually became more numerous, and 2014,

all countries from the “Consent Required” category display relatively

low “DM Share” (�37% with “Rule of Law” > 1.2 and �28% with

“Rule of Law” < 1.2). Since 2005, “Consent Required” countries with

low “Rule of Law” seem to be catching up with countries from other

copyright categories, and in 2014, their average “DM Share” was 8%

below that in countries in different copyright categories. “Consent
Required” countries with higher “Rule of Law” do not exhibit any con-

sistent trend towards catching up. In 2014, the “DM Share” in “Con-
sent Required” countries with a high rule of law was 37% lower than

in countries in other copyright categories. This descriptive analysis

provides some indication that DM by academic researchers is sensitive

to observed variations in copyright law and that this effect is moder-

ated by the rule of law within countries. We address these issues more

systematically in the econometric analysis in Section 5.

4 | RESEARCH DESIGN

We adopt quasi-experimental research designs, with “DM Share” as

dependent variable, the copyright category “Consent Required”

as control group, and other copyright categories as treatments. There

is no verifiable random assignment of treatments across our panel.9

We thus construct several complementary quasi-experiments, each

with its own strengths and weaknesses as a means to test for the

effect of copyright on DM research (Meyer, 1995; Shadish

et al., 2002). To mitigate challenges to validity, we also make use of

control variables, multilevel models, interactions between indepen-

dent variables, and difference-in-difference (DID) models exploiting

the panel structure of our data. The specific quasi-experimental

setups and their relative merits are discussed in Section 5.

5 | DATA ANALYSIS

5.1 | Multilevel regressions with the full copyright
categorization

In a first quasi-experimental design, we use all four copyright catego-

ries with “Consent Required” as reference category/control group.

There are virtually no pretest observations, as only one territory

switched from “Consent Required” to any other copyright category

(England in 2014). Observations were excluded when a territory was

nonclassifiable for any year. In the time period covered, eight coun-

tries switched between other copyright categories: six countries

switched at various times from “Probably Required” to “Probably not

Required”; Japan switched from “Probably Required” to “Not

Required” in 2010; England (listed separately from other parts of the

United Kingdom) switched from “Consent Required” to “Not

F IGURE 2 The average share of data mining (DM) research articles in the total number of research articles published (“DM Share”) per year
and country in ‰ (42 countries; 1992 to 2014).
Sources: Own calculations based on search results on the WoS database

HANDKE ET AL. 2003



Required” in 2014 (see Table 3). Thus, bias due to self-selection and

simultaneity is a concern in this first setup, but it does capture rela-

tively much variation in copyright law.

Table 5 reports pooled ordinary least squares regressions and

multilevel regressions with random country effects (varying intercepts

by country). The number of observations is reduced in models with

TABLE 3 Categorization of countries according to whether DM requires express consent by rights holders to be legal

Copyright category

Relevant copyright exception or

limitation? Relevant case law?

Applies to: (for the years 1992 to

2014)

“Consent Required” DM requires

specific consent of rights

holders

There is a closed list of exceptions

and limitations (what is not

explicitly allowed is infringing on

copyright); no relevant exception

for DM by academic researchers.

None - All EU/EEA Member States,

except for the United Kingdom

since 2014.

- Countries preparing for EU

accession: Austria, Finland, and

Sweden (accession in 1995) as

well as Poland since 1996

(accession in 2004).

- All Latin American countries

covered

- Switzerland

- Turkey

“Probably Required” DM

probably requires express

consent, but there has been

no ruling against DM

researchers

There is a fair dealing defense that

could potentially cover DM.

There is no relevant case law

specifying whether DM qualifies

as an act of fair dealing.

- Australia

- Canada before 2012

- China 2007–2011
- India

- Israel before 2008

- Japan before 2010

- Korea before 2011

- Malaysia

- Nigeria

- Singapore before 2005

- South Africa

- Taiwan before 2003

- Thailand

“Probably not Required” Lawful

access is probably sufficient,

but there has been no ruling in

favor or DM researcher

There is a fair use defense that

could be used to justify DM

without express consent.

There is no relevant case law

specifying whether DM qualifies

as an act of fair use.

- Canada since 2012

- China since 2012

- Israel since 2008

- Korea since 2012

- Singapore since 2005

- Taiwan since 2003

- USA

“Not Required” Lawful access

entails the right to apply DM

There is either a relevant copyright

exception that applies explicitly

to DM by academic researchers

…

… and/or relevant case law has

established that DM by

academic researchers is an act of

fair use.

- Japan since 2010

- England since 2014

Not classifiable - China before 2007

- Indonesia

- Iran

- Poland before 1996

- Russia

Saudi Arabia

United Arab Emirates

TABLE 4 Descriptive statistics regarding the DM share in copyright categories

Copyright category Average DM share in ‰ Standard deviation Number of observations

Consent Required 0.56 0.56 546

Probably Required 0.59 0.66 222

Probably not Required 1.78 1.43 57

Not Required 0.60 0.17 6

Note: Switching countries included; see Appendix A for a per country overview. Source: Own calculations based on search results on the WoS database.
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control variables, because of missing data for instance on “Rule of

Law” and “Broadband.”10 As expected, the “Not Required” category

rarely yields significant coefficients: it contains merely six observa-

tions and we report it only for completeness.

“Probably not Required” yields significant positive coefficients in

Models 1a, 1b, 2a (p < .01), and 2b (p < .05). This suggests that a more

permissive copyright framework is associated with more DM research.

“Probably Required” only yields significant coefficients at the .05 level

in Models 1a and 2a, without random effects. Coefficients for “Proba-
bly not Required” are consistently larger than for “Probably
Required.” Results are in line with our ordinal categorization: there is

a stronger and more reliably significant coefficient for the category

that differs more from the reference category “Consent Required.”
These results suggest that DM share is lower in countries in the

“Consent Required” category than in countries with more permissive

DM-related copyright.

In Models 2a and 2b, the log-transformed total “Research
Output” has a positive and significant coefficient. Countries with a

high share of DM articles in total research output also tend to have

larger total research output. There is no indication that DM would

reduce incentives for other types of research within the same

country.11 EU membership captured by the variable “EU15” has no

significant effect. Apparently results hold throughout the “Consent
Required” category.

5.2 | Multilevel regressions with a binary copyright
categorization

In a second setup, we use a binary distinction between “Consent
Required” countries (control group) and countries in all other copy-

right categories, referred to as “Not Definitely Required,” as a single

treatment group. As in the first setup, there are no useful pretest

observations, but there is a closer approximation of random assign-

ment. The distinctive feature of countries in the “Consent Required”
category is that there is a closed list of copyright exceptions or limita-

tions that does not contain any provisions for DM. Thus, in these

countries, DM without specific consent by rights holders is definitely

in breach of copyright. All other countries have at least an open list of

copyright exceptions and limitations that could apply to DM, see

Table 3. This difference of closed and open lists of exceptions and lim-

itations between national copyright systems was established decades

before the concept of DM emerged and with a view to very different

issues. Furthermore, with the exception of a single observation

(England in 2014), there was no switching in the binary categorization

over the 23 years covered. In this setup, we can thus virtually

exclude bias due to self-selection or simultaneity.12 Because of the

permanence of copyright status, lagged effects can hardly bias results

either. Furthermore, the dependent variable “DM Share” has a score

of 0 for all countries any time before the period investigated, so that

F IGURE 3 The difference in “DM Share” (‰) between “Consent Required” countries and countries in all other copyright categories, subject
to “Rule of Law” (unclassifiable countries excluded)
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there is no concern with prior trends. The major challenge to

validity in this setup are omitted variable bias and the crude categori-

zation of copyright into two types only, which does not fully capture

all relevant variations in the treatment on which information is

available.

In Table 6 coefficients for “Not Definitely Required” are consis-

tently positive. Without random effects in Models 1a and 2a, “Not

Definitely Required” yields significant positive coefficients (p < .01).

With random effects and thus better control for constant, unobserved

country differences, Model 1b yields no significant effect of “Not

Definitely Required.” Model 2b with further controls but fewer

observations yields a weak significant coefficient for the same dummy

variable (p < .1). These results suggest that there is a weak positive

effect on DM Share when academic researchers are not definitely

obliged to acquire specific consent of rights holders to conduct lawful

DM. Results are not as conclusive as in Table 1. This may be due to

the greater number of observations for the “Probably Required” cate-
gory (222)—which differs less from “Consent Required” and has no

consistent effect according to results displayed in Table 5—than for

the “Probably not Required” category (57) and “Not Required” (6),

which differ more from “Consent Required.” There could also be less

bias due to self-selection and simultaneity in this quasi-experimental

setup than in the results presented in Table 5. However, incorporating

interactions between copyright categories and “Rule of Law” leads to
a different result, as discussed in the following section.

5.3 | Multilevel regressions with interaction terms
between copyright categories and “Rule of Law”

Among our control variables, of particular interest is “Rule of Law” as
a proxy for the enforcement of and cultural propensity to adhere to

legal norms. Greater rule of law should make copyright law more

effective. To test for this, Table 7 includes a multiplicative interaction

between copyright categories and the rule of law indicator. In these

models, the coefficients of the variables that constitute the interac-

tion (the categories of copyright regulation and “Rule of Law”) are no

longer to be interpreted as unconditional marginal effects.13 The main

coefficients of interest in these models are those for the interaction

terms, which illustrate any moderating effect of “Rule of Law” on the

association between “DM Share” and copyright categories.

Table 7 presents results for the full copyright categorization and

for the binary copyright categorization with “Consent Required” as the
reference category. All models yield significant, positive coefficients

for multiplicative interaction terms (but not for all copyright categories

in Models 1a and 1b). With interaction terms, the coefficients for

TABLE 5 Regressions with of “DM Share” as dependent variable and the full copyright categorization

Pooled (1a) Multilevel (1b) Pooled (2a) Multilevel (2b)

Copyright

Not Required (only 6 observations) �0.504** (0.234) �0.339 (0.224) �0.072 (0.286) 0.113 (0.302)

Probably not Required 0.959*** (0.080) 0.944*** (0.146) 0.665*** (0.114) 0.539** (0.210)

Probably Required 0.100** (0.045) 0.089 (0.124) 0.160** (0.073) 0.264 (0.172)

GDP/capita �0.025*** (0.003) �0.017** (0.007)

Population (log) �0.280*** (0.042) �0.285*** (0.080)

Rule of Law 0.168** (0.072) �0.045 (0.129)

Research output (log) 0.176*** (0.044) 0.190** (0.074)

Broadband �0.004 (0.003) 0.006 (0.004)

EU 0.072 (0.071) 0.154 (0.176)

Year 0.059*** (0.003) 0.059*** (0.002) 0.047*** (0.008) 0.026** (0.011)

Constant �117.407*** (6.101) �117.067*** (4.947) �89.994*** (17.079) �47.134** (21.789)

Observations 831 831 459 459

R2 0.427 0.332

Marginal R2 0.419 0.244

Conditional R2 0.642 0.569

Adjusted R2 0.424 0.318

Log likelihood �569.733 �276.863

Akaike Inf. Crit. 1153.467 579.726

Bayesian Inf. Crit. 1,86.525 633.404

Residual standard error 0.567 (df = 826) 0.476 (df = 448)

F statistic 153.97*** (df = 4; 826) 22.31*** (df = 10; 448)

*p < .1.
**p < .05.
***p < .01.
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copyright categories are hardly significant. This suggests that where

“Rule of Law” is 0, and thus lower than in most countries in our panel,

copyright protection has no effect on “DM Share.” However, as “Rule
of Law” increases, countries in the “Consent Required” reference cate-

gory exhibit a lower “DM Share.” Overall, the results in Table 7 sug-

gest that “Rule of Law” moderates the effect of restrictive copyright

law. In particular the combination of strong copyright law and strong

rule of law reduces academic researchers' DM performance.

Figure 4 provides further illustration. Based on Model 2b in

Table 7, it plots the marginal effects (due to interaction) of “Rule of Law”
on the coefficient for “DM Share” for countries in the “Not Definitely
Required” copyright category with “Consent Required” as reference

category. There is no significant difference for countries with low levels

of “Rule of Law.” With “Rule of Law” scores of about 0.6 and higher

(just above the scores of Italy and Malaysia for much of the time period

covered), countries in the “Not Definitely Required” category exhibit

significantly higher “DM Share” than “Consent Required” countries.

5.4 | The effects of switching between copyright
categories

In a fourth quasi-experimental setting, we document the effects of

several switches (treatments) from “Probably Required” to “Probably
not Required.” Only this type of switch has occurred frequently

enough for us to meaningfully address its consequences; see Table A2

for a list of the switching countries and some of their characteristics.14

Table 8 reports the results for DID regressions with two

dummies: “Switch-Yes” marking all full calendar years after a switch in

copyright category and “Switcher-Yes” marking all countries that

underwent the relevant switch at some point in time. We use two

nonequivalent control groups to check whether results are consistent.

First, in Models 1a and 1b, we use all 13 countries that were initially

in the “Probably Required” copyright category (except for Japan, who

underwent a different type of switch).15 Second, in Models 2a and 2b,

we use all 37 countries within our panel that be classified into copy-

right categories (excluding Japan and England, who underwent other

switches).16 With these two panels, we can isolate the effects of

switching on “DM Share” controlling for (1) prior trends in countries

that switched from “Probably Required” to “Probably not Required”
over the period investigated; (2) pretreatment and posttreatment

changes in nonswitching countries from the “Probably Required” cat-

egory; and (3) changes in all countries for which data are available. In

contrast to the other experimental setups reported on in Tables 5–7,

here, there are useful pretest observations. DID is a relatively effec-

tive means to mitigate challenges due to endogeneity.

The main independent variable of interest is “Switch-Yes,” which

yields significant and positive coefficients in all models (p < .01). (This

also holds where Japan and England, who underwent other switches,

are included.) Switches from “Probably Required” to “Probably not

TABLE 6 Regressions with of “DM Share” as dependent variable and the binary copyright categorization between “Consent Required” and
“Not Definitely Required”

Pooled (1a) Multilevel (1b) Pooled (2a) Multilevel (2b)

Not Definitely Required 0.259*** (0.044) 0.205 (0.132) 0.234*** (0.072) 0.300* (0.177)

GDP/capita ($1000) �0.023*** (0.003) �0.015** (0.007)

Population (log) �0.302*** (0.042) �0.275*** (0.081)

Research output (log) 0.214*** (0.044) 0.190** (0.075)

Rule of Law 0.137* (0.073) �0.054 (0.131)

Broadband �0.005 (0.003) 0.005 (0.004)

EU 0.034 (0.072) 0.128 (0.182)

Year 0.064*** (0.003) 0.064*** (0.002) 0.049*** (0.009) 0.027** (0.011)

Constant �126.905*** (6.326) �127.044*** (4.955) �93.908*** (17.405) �50.564** (21.623)

Observations 831 831 459 459

R2 0.349 0.296

Marginal R2 0.338 0.218

Conditional R2 0.605 0.572

Adjusted R2 0.347 0.284

Log likelihood �608.473 �277.504

Akaike Inf. Crit. 1226.946 577.007

Bayesian Inf. Crit. 1250.559 622.427

Residual standard error 0.603 (df = 828) 0.487 (df = 450)

F statistic 221.818*** (df = 2; 828) 23.679*** (df = 8; 450)

*p < .1.
**p < .05.
***p < .01.
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Required” are associated with greater growth in “DM Share.” Further-
more, “DM Share” is consistently higher for countries, who under-

went this specific switch (“Switcher-Yes”; p < .01). This gives some

indication of reversed causality: countries with higher “DM Share”
have been more likely to switch to a copyright category with less obli-

gation or researchers to attain specific rights holder consent for

DM. Nevertheless, switching has a significant positive effect with this

control. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of switching with all controls

and 95% confidence intervals. Overall, there is strong evidence that

the share of DM research in total research output increases, where

researchers do not need to acquire specific consent by rights holders.

6 | DISCUSSION

This paper documents an inverse association between copyright

strength and DM uptake: countries in which academic researchers

must acquire the express consent of rights holders to conduct lawful

DM exhibit a lower share of DM research output in their total

research output. That result transpires reasonably consistently across

a number of complementary quasi-experiments. This implies that an

application of copyright exceptions or limitations that establish the

right to mine for academic researchers—if they have lawful access to

input works and irrespective of explicit rights holder consent—boosts

DM research. In this section, we discuss four potential challenges to

the validity of this interpretation of our results.

6.1 | Measurement validity

We employ a plain method to identify relevant articles, and no more

definitive measure of the number of DM publications is available for

comparison. We further discuss the dependent variable and measure-

ment validity in the Supporting Information. Among other things, there,

TABLE 7 Regressions with “DM Share” as dependent variable and interactions between copyright and “Rule of Law”

Full categorization Binary categorization

Pooled (1a) Multilevel (1b) Pooled (2a) Multilevel (2b)

Copyright

Not Definitely Required �0.032 (0.080) 0.075 (0.179)

Not Required (only six observations) 9.460 (25.358) 9.565 (21.474)

Probably not Required �0.865* (0.495) 0.198 (0.506)

Probably Required �0.021 (0.080) 0.073 (0.176)

GDP/capita ($1000) �0.022*** (0.003) �0.016** (0.007) �0.020*** (0.003) �0.014** (0.006)

Population (log) �0.213*** (0.045) �0.213*** (0.083) �0.192*** (0.044) �0.203** (0.081)

Research output (log) 0.102** (0.047) 0.122 (0.077) 0.093** (0.046) 0.121 (0.076)

Rule of Law 0.100 (0.070) �0.102 (0.128) 0.091 (0.070) �0.121 (0.129)

Broadband �0.005 (0.003) 0.004 (0.004) �0.006** (0.003) 0.003 (0.004)

EU 0.250*** (0.076) 0.344* (0.181) 0.261*** (0.077) 0.349* (0.185)

Year 0.057*** (0.008) 0.033*** (0.011) 0.061*** (0.008) 0.034*** (0.011)

Interactions

Not Definitely Required * Rule of Law 0.434*** (0.066) 0.413*** (0.144)

Not Required * Rule of Law �7.179 (19.286) �7.013 (16.332)

Probably not Required * Rule of Law 1.160*** (0.328) 0.421 (0.357)

Probably Required * Rule of Law 0.351*** (0.070) 0.369** (0.149)

Constant �110.159*** (17.088) �63.037*** (22.109) �118.150*** (17.053) �65.183*** (21.534)

Observations 459 459 459 459

R2 0.385 0.358

Adjusted R2 0.367 0.345

Log likelihood �271.070 �274.642

Akaike Inf. Crit. 574.140 573.284

Bayesian Inf. Crit. 640.204 622.832

Residual Std. Error 0.458 (df = 445) 0.466 (df = 449)

F statistic 21.458*** (df = 13) 27.776*** (df = 9)

*p < .1.
**p < .05.
***p < .01.
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F IGURE 4 Marginal effect of “Rule of Law” on the coefficient for the “Not Definitely Required” copyright category with “DM Share” as
dependent variable (including 95% confidence intervals)

TABLE 8 Difference-in-difference (DID) regressions with “DM Share” as dependent variable regarding switches from “Probably Required” to
“Probably not Required”

All countries initially in the “Probably Required” category (except

Japan) All countries (except England and Japan)

(1a) (1b) (2a) (2b)

Switch-Yes 1.434*** (0.155) 0.454*** (0.161) 1.235*** (0.105) 0.410*** (0.143)

Switcher-Yes 0.328*** (0.092) 0.400*** (0.116) 0.313*** (0.054) 0.328*** (0.072)

GDP/capita �0.012 (0.009) �0.018*** (0.003)

Population (log) 0.025 (0.071) �0.207*** (0.042)

Rule of Law 0.670*** (0.155) 0.180*** (0.064)

Research output (log) �0.018 (0.082) 0.179*** (0.043)

Broadband �0.012* (0.007) �0.011*** (0.003)

Constant �0.174 (0.210) �0.459 (0.883) �0.056 (0.091) 2.321*** (0.519)

Observations 261 135 785 431

Year dummies Yes Yes Yes Yes

R2 0.599 0.579 0.547 0.403

Adjusted R2 0.558 0.496 0.532 0.371

Residual standard error 0.677 (df = 236) 0.469 (df = 112) 0.521 (df = 760) 0.466 (df = 408)

F statistic 14.693*** (df = 24; 236) 6.988*** (df = 22; 112) 38.187*** (df = 24; 760) 12.533*** (df = 22; 408)

*p < .1.
**p < .05.
***p < .01.
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we document that “data mining” is the most popular and central

term used for the research practice addressed in this paper and that

there is no indication that other (combinations of) search terms would

have improved the validity of our results in terms of measuring the

trend in the number of relevant articles per country and copyright

category.

We have encountered three specific criticisms regarding mea-

surement validity. First, articles to do with the definitive research

methods of DM will not be identified in our data collection if they do

not prominently feature the expression “data mining.” However, for

our regression results to validly reflect any association between DM

and copyright, no perfect absolute measure of the number of articles

concerned with DM practices is required. For our purpose it is suffi-

cient that omission or exclusion error in our variable “DM Output” is

reasonably constant at least across copyright categories, because we

do control for constant country differences with “Research Output”
and varying country intercepts. To be sure, a formal proof that this

holds is not feasible.

Second, researchers in countries with restrictive copyright could

have an incentive not to prominently signal that they conducted

potentially copyright infringing data collection practices by including

the term “data mining” in the title, abstract, or key words. However,

we can at least control for any constant propensity of “hiding” by

including varying country intercepts.17

Third, with our identification method, we can classify many articles

at low cost, but we cannot distinguish between applications of DM and

conceptual or methodological papers. Copyrights regarding potential

input works can directly affect incentives to apply DM applications.

Copyright should have less of an effect on researchers' conceptual or

methodological work on DM. If so, our data underestimates the effect

of copyright on applied DM research. The inverse association between

copyright strength and DM output would be more pronounced where

only DM applications are concerned. Therefore, this concern consti-

tutes nomajor challenge to the validity of our results.

6.2 | Endogeneity and omitted variable bias

As discussed in Sections 4 and 5, with our data, no single quasi-

experimental design can provide entirely conclusive results, and our

strategy is to construct several, complementary quasi-experiments to

mitigate that challenge. Our main results are clearly significant where

we use relatively refined copyright categorizations (Table 5) and

where we check for the consequences of relevant changes in copy-

right law (switches), including controls for self-selection and simulta-

neity (Table 8). Our results are weaker (p < .1 with all controls) where

we exclude self-selection and simultaneity by classifying countries

into a binary and virtually permanent distinction into “Consent
Required” and “Not Definitely Required” countries according to rele-

vant copyright law (Table 6). However, where we include the interac-

tion between “Rule of Law” and copyright, we attain the reasonably

clear result that the combination of the “Consent Required” copyright
category with high “Rule of Law” scores—as observed in most EU

Member States—leads to lower DM activity by academic researchers

(Table 7).

With country panels, omitted variable bias is hard to exclude.

There are already challenges in the application of economic theory to

specify determinants of research output and the adoption of new

research technologies, because incentives for publishing academic

articles are not shaped in conventional markets. What is more, many

available indicators do not perfectly correspond to one specific theo-

retical determinant. Nevertheless, we do have good controls for the

most outstanding factors determining DM uptake by academic

researchers. With our dependent variable “DM Share” (the quotient

F IGURE 5 Effects of switching according to the difference-in-difference (DID) analyses in Table 8 and with 95% confidence intervals
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of the number of DM articles and the total number of articles publi-

shed by authors from a country), we do not only have an effective

control for the resources available for domestic research and the pro-

ductivity of domestic researchers (in terms of articles produced rela-

tive to research resources).18 With this derived dependent variable

and varying country intercepts, we also have some control for con-

stant, unobserved country differences in incentives for DM uptake,

for instance, due to different compositions of research activities

within countries that could affect the efficient scale and scope of

DM.19 Furthermore, broadband penetration should be correlated with

the costs and quality of ICT and the propensity and skills of residents

to use digital ICT. Competition between researchers may be positively

correlated with our control variable “Population” assuming that there

is a disutility of researchers to relocate to another country. The avail-

ability of relevant input works irrespective of copyright should also be

positively correlated with country size, assuming that researchers are

more likely to use data on domestic phenomena.

No satisfactory indicators are available on some potential

determinants of “DM Share,” for instance the costs of tradable DM

inputs such as specialized ICT hardware and software and to some

extent even labor. For these, we can only control for constant country

differences, which is more effective for determinants that change

slowly over time within countries. Our panel mostly consists of large,

diversified economies, which makes substantial and sudden changes

within reasonably populated copyright categories less probable.

Furthermore, extensive integration of many of the economies studied

here make it improbable that prices of inputs would diverge very sub-

stantially over time between the treatment group(s) and the control

group.

Other specific determinants for which we have no controls are

the following. First, changes in the share of various academic disci-

plines in countries' research activities or academic cultures to do with

technological innovation could affect “DM Share” but are unlikely to

trend rapidly over time. Second, tastes and preferences of researchers

regarding innovative research methods could be somewhat controlled

for by data on the demographics of academic researchers. To the best

of our knowledge, there is no such data available for a sufficient num-

ber of countries. Third, there are no data available on how DM would

affect working conditions of researchers, except for the effect of

greater productivity on career prospects and legal risks associated

with copyright captured by our main predictor. Perhaps the most wor-

rying omission is that no suitable data are available on targeted

funding of academic DM within specific territories.

There is potential missing data bias, as data on all controls are

only available for 55% of yearly observations from countries that

could be classified according to their DM-related copyright law. How-

ever, due to the high degree of statistical significance and power of

our main results, the probability is high that the main results hold in

spite of any remaining omitted variable bias. Although the coefficients

of determination in our regressions are in a respectable range, it is

noteworthy that these are deflated, because we incorporate our main

control variable “Research Output” in our dependent variable “DM

Share.”

6.3 | Cross-country effects

According to the literature on patents, even where there is no positive

effect of IP on domestic innovation, IP may still increase “technologi-
cal transfer”—the influx of new ideas from other countries

(Branstetter et al., 2006; Hall & Harhoff, 2012; Helpman, 1993;

Jarvorcik, 2004). However, pure information goods suitable for DM

are less excludable than patents and the underlying technologies.

Then, strong domestic copyright protection may inhibit transfer and

use of input works into countries, whereas valuable data will be acces-

sible in territories with less copyright protection. High protection

countries may get the worst of both worlds: extensive unauthorized

use of domestically produced data abroad and high costs of con-

ducting DM domestically.

In talks with DM practitioners, we were even told that it is com-

mon practice to deliberately locate DM activities in territories with

weak de facto copyright protection and to seek out suitable partners

from such territories in international DM cooperations. Therefore, it is

not clear whether a strong DM performance of some countries is self-

sufficient or whether it is due to strategic decisions by researchers

and/or free riding on data produced in other territories. To investigate

this further requires a content analysis of DM-related research output.

In particular, future research should establish to what extent input

works for DM research come from countries with more or less restric-

tive copyright regulation. This is beyond the scope of this paper.

6.4 | Generalizability

No database on research output is comprehensive in the sense that it

would cover all valuable research output. Greater coverage is not

even necessarily better. Publications in top journals are typically reg-

arded as many times more valuable than publications in lower ranking

journals.20 There is no widely accepted metric of value that would

allow for valid weighting of publications across all disciplines.21 WoS

is the most selective of the major research databases and provides the

standard assessment of impact factors of journals (the Science

Citation Index).22 We rely on their inclusion criteria to cover a

reasonably stable share of the most valuable total research output

and DM research output per copyright category.

For the purpose of measuring countries' research output, WoS

has no superior alternative (Burnham, 2006). Scopus is the only

reputable alternative database covering virtually all academic

disciplines (Falagas et al., 2008).23 Scopus initially did not fully cover

publications prior to 1996, however (Archambault et al., 2009). For

publications after 1996, the coverage of Scopus and WoS overlap to a

great extent, and Archambault et al. (2009) document that between

1996 and 2007, Scopus produces virtually the same country ranks

and very similar absolute publication counts at the aggregate and

for a number of different time periods or academic disciplines.

Nevertheless, as WoS and Scopus are continuously adjusted, future

replication of our study using Scopus or other databases may still be

useful.
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There is a sizable literature on the extent of bias in WoS (as well

as Scopus) due to uneven coverage across countries, languages, and

disciplines. However, it is common practice for prestigious academic

journals publishing in any language to include English abstracts. Thus,

language bias should be weaker in our data than if we had assessed

full articles with search terms in English. Furthermore, the evidence is

that any bias in WoS has been rather stable over time for any period

systematically investigated; see Mongeon and Paul-Hus (2016) for a

recent summary of the literature. Therefore, varying country inter-

cepts should provide a reasonable control for the combined effect of

biased coverage in WoS and stable country characteristics.

Our results may be less valid regarding the humanities and some

social sciences. On the one hand, in these disciplines, book publica-

tions often have a relatively greater weight in determining individual

researchers' career prospects, and these are not covered in our data.

On the other hand, journals in these disciplines are relatively less likely

to be included by WoS (or Scopus) (Mongeon & Paul-Hus, 2016).

Another aspect of this is that qualitative empirical research is not cov-

ered well by our data. The data in this article covers (quantitative) DM

and not qualitative methods of text mining.

7 | CONCLUSIONS

DM is the topic of an increasing number of academic journal articles.

Copyright protection of data in EU Member States is relatively strong.

We document that this is associated with less DM research output by

academic researchers.

DM research often draws on many input works to which others

hold copyrights. In virtually all EU Member States, as well as a couple

of other countries, there are no relevant exceptions or limitations to

copyright, so that DM requires express consent of rights holders.

With this regulation, academic DM research has fallen behind devel-

opments in other territories. The benefits of allowing DM for all users,

who have lawful access to data, seem to be greater than any adverse

effects of weaker copyright protection on the creation of new input

works for DM. Our results suggest that there has been market failure

regarding the licensing of data for academic DM. Copyright does not

appear to attain its ostensible goal of fostering innovation in this par-

ticular context. To our knowledge, this study is the first to empirically

document an adverse net effect of IP on innovation, in the sense that

there is strong evidence for stricter copyright hindering the wide

adoption of novel ways to build on copyright works and generate

derivative works.

As new technologies mature, early leadership can give rise to sta-

ble advantages, so that the stakes during formative years are high. For

as long as DM continues to offer productivity increases in academic

research, researchers in the EU and other territories with similar copy-

right law risk become less competitive because of greater copyright

restrictions for this novel type of research.

Our results do provide a better evidence base for policy than has

been available so far. The results of several, complementary quasi-

experiments presented in this paper are reasonably consistent.

Nevertheless, there is clearly scope for further research. For instance,

the identification of DM output in this paper is efficient but plain. Fur-

thermore, cross-country effects require further attention, as data pro-

duced in one territory may be analyzed elsewhere.
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ENDNOTES
1 In economics and econometrics, DM traditionally has another, negative

connotation regarding a type of malpractice in applied statistical data

analysis (e.g., Sullivan et al., 2001; Feelders, 2002; Rockey &

Temple, 2016). This is not the common use of the term and not what

this paper is about. In a random sample of 250 DM-related articles

from our corpus, none used the term exclusively in this sense; see the

Supporting Information, Section C.1.1. Furthermore, DM is typically

associated with data analysis of structured, quantitative, or nominal

data, rather than text mining that concerns processing of unstruc-

tured/qualitative data and may be a preparatory step for DM in text

and data mining (TDM) research projects.
2 Google was launched in 1997 and Facebook in 2004.
3 United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, 13-4829-cv

(Google Books vs. Authors' Guild) (16.10.2015)

United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, June 10, 2014

(Authors' Guild of America vs. Hathitrust), No. 12-4547-cv., 755 F.3d

87, 91 (2d Cir. 2014).
4 Popular definitions of academic DM explicitly state that data mining

concerns the use of secondary data, collected by others than the

researchers (Hand et al., 2001), and the combination and joint analysis

of separately assembled data sets is a main aspect of DM.
5 All data and documentation of our data analysis are available on a

GitHub depository at: https://github.com/pepvallbe/Copyrights-

Impact-on-Data-Mining-in-Academic-Research.
6 Filippov (2014) and Filippov and Hofheinz (2016) contain descriptive

analyses of similar data compiled on the databases Google Scholar and

ScienceDirect.
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7 For a general discussion of law enforcement and social norms, see

Acemoglu and Jackson (2017).
8 The WGI project relies on perceptions-based data from surveys of

firms and households, complemented by “expert assessments

produced by various [other] organizations” (Kaufmann et al., 2010,

p. 18; see page 29 for an overview). This is justified, among other

things, as “perceptions matter because agents base their actions on

their perceptions, impression, and views” (Kaufmann et al., 2010,

p. 18). Over the years, the WGI project has implemented and

published the results of various tests, which so far have not

revealed any major validity problems (Kaufmann et al., 2010, p. 19ff.).
9 What is more, the number of units of analysis (countries) under investi-

gation is modest, as there are few relevant observations in smaller

economies.
10 There is further missing data on “Broadband” and “GDP/capita,” see

Table 1.
11 The addition of “Research Output” in the model could raise

multicollinearity issues with “GDP/capita” and “Population.” However,

the correlation between these variables and total research output

is low in our data (.37 and .31, respectively) so that collinearity is

unlikely.
12 Simultaneity or reverse causation could bias results if an observed or

expected relatively strong performance regarding domestic DM

research (or lobbying by stakeholders) would have affected changes in

national copyright legislation over the period studied.
13 For instance, the coefficient of the “Probably not Required” constitu-

tive term (0.865) represents the effect of this type of copyright regula-

tion only when rule of law is zero (about the level of Turkey and India

in many years). In our panel, there are only four observations in the data

with rule of law between �0.01 and 0.01 (there are no exact zero

matches), which are South Africa in 1996, Argentina in 1997, and Brazil

in 2010 and 2011.
14 There are six countries that switched from “Probably Required” to

“Probably not Required.” Due to missing data on “Rule of Law,” Taiwan

is not included in models with control variables.
15 Japan underwent a different switch from “Probably Required” to “Not

Required.” We exclude Japan in the analysis. The sign and significance

levels of the “Switch-Yes” and “Switcher-Yes” dummies are the same

with Japan included.
16 The sign and significance levels of the “Switch-Yes” and “Switcher-

Yes” dummies are the same with Japan and England included.
17 “Hiding” is costly for researchers where it affects the quantity or qual-

ity of attention their publications receive. What is more, avoiding the

term “data mining” is a limited means to mitigate legal risks.
18 This control should be superior to any measure of overall investments

in academic research, which in any case is not available for a sufficient

number of countries. The widely available measure of R&D expenditure

includes industrial research and may only be weakly correlated with

expenditure on academic research.
19 Mongeon and Paul-Hus (2016) document that compared with the most

comprehensive list of scholarly/academic periodicals (Ulrich's periodical

directory with over 60,000 journals), WoS and Scopus cover a greater

share of the journals on natural sciences, engineering, and biomedical

research than of those on the social sciences and humanities. It is

unclear whether this is justified by consistent and adequate quality

criteria.
20 WoS only covers journals that have continuously operated for several

years, employ effective peer reviewing, and have been reasonably fre-

quently cited in other high-quality research publications. By using WoS,

we thus focus on those publications that have been deemed by authors,

editors, and reviewers to be original and valuable enough to merit

publication in reasonably prestigious periodicals. We regard that to be

an advantage over alternative databases with lower quality thresholds.
21 Citation counts vary widely across disciplines and entail the problem

that many very prestigious journals are only read/comprehensible for a

small number of experts in a specific research area.
22 Researchers in many academic disciplines have strong incentives to

publish their highest quality works in journals covered by WoS and

preferably in the most reputable journals, with reputation hinging to a

large extent on this impact factor.
23 As discussed in the compendium, Google Scholar was not suitable as it

produced invalid results.
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APPENDIX A: AN OVERVIEW OF COUNTRY-LEVEL “DM Share”
DATA, 1992–2014

For all 42 countries and the entire time period covered (1992 and

2014), the average “DM Share” score is 0.77‰. In the dozen years

between 2003 and 2014, this score was at 1.04‰.

Table A1 reports indicators for countries that remained within the

same copyright category throughout. Compared with the global aver-

ages, the 15 largest EU Member States exhibit below average “DM

Share” (0.66‰). Within the EU, Greece (1.42), Portugal (1.15), and

Spain (1.02) have relatively high DM shares, whereas the values for

the most populous countries Germany (0.53) and France (0.50) are rel-

atively low. Other countries from the “Consent Required” category

exhibit even lower average “DM Share” than EU Member States

(0.57). The average scores of countries from the “Probably Required”
category (0.84) and for the United States (“Probably not Required”;
0.81) are about average.

Tables A2 reports indicators for countries that switched between

copyright categories. Some large Asian economies are included here

and exhibit relatively high “DM Share” throughout, in particular Tai-

wan (3.36), Singapore (1.95), and China (1.17) but not Japan (0.52).

(Especially Taiwan exhibits extremely high scores for “DM Share” over
later years. Due to missing data for this country on the variables “Rule
of Law” and “Broadband,” Taiwan is not included in any model with

control variables.) It is a common assertion that developing countries

have an interest in lower levels of intellectual property (IP) protection

(Lorenczik & Newiak, 2012) and that this affects de jure or de facto

variations between countries in IP protection (Eicher & Garcia-

Penalosa, 2007). However, according to our data, highly developed

countries also exhibit greater adoption of novel research methods

with lower levels of copyright protection. The majority but not all

countries that did switch had high “DM Share” compared with coun-

tries from the same initial copyright category or the global average.

(All switches were into copyright categories with fewer obligations for

academic researchers to clear rights specifically for data mining, and

six out of eight switches occurred from “Probably Required” to “Prob-
ably not Required.”) This provides some indication that self-selection

or simultaneity is a concern in particular when comparing the “Proba-
bly Required” category to the “Probably not Required” category.

Finally, the five countries that could not be classified according to

our copyright categories also exhibit low “DM Share” scores on aver-

age (0.44), albeit with considerable variance.
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TABLE A1 Nonswitching countries

Initial copyright

categorya Country

First DM article

published in …
Number of DM articles;

1992–2014
Average “DM Share”;
1992–2014

Average “DM Share”;
2003–2014

Consent Required

EUb Germany 1996 863 0.53 0.74

France 1996 591 0.50 0.74

Italy 1997 605 0.70 0.96

Spain 1998 696 1.02 1.38

Netherlands 1995 256 0.49 0.66

Swedenc 1997 135 0.36 0.49

Polandd 1998 259 0.85 1.06

Belgium 1997 271 0.97 1.30

Denmark 2000 85 0.53 0.57

Austriac 1999 112 0.71 0.73

Finlandc 1994 159 0.8 1.12

Greece 2000 215 1.42 1.87

Ireland 1997 140 1.11 1.29

Portugal 1998 137 1.15 1.42

Subtotal EU 4524 0.66 0.92

Other Brazil 1999 281 0.68 0.80

Mexico 1997 92 0.49 0.64

Turkey 1998 243 0.87 1.01

Switzerland 1997 159 0.43 0.59

Norwaye 1997 46 0.30 0.42

Argentina 1999 35 0.30 0.42

Colombia 1999 24 0.80 0.88

Venezuela 2002 11 0.49 0.74

Subtotal

Other

891 0.57 0.72

Total 5415 0.65 0.88

Probably Required Australia 1995 680 1.07 1.41

India 1999 386 0.63 0.83

Malaysia 2001 92 1.42 1.55

Nigeria 2004 4 0.14 0.19

South

Africa

1997 43 0.35 0.48

Thailand 2000 72 1.17 1.34

Total 1279 0.84 1.08

Probably not

Required

USA 1992 4827 0.81 1.09

Note: Sources: Own calculations based on data collected by authors on the Web of Science database.
aFirst classifiable year from 1992.
bOnly the 15 largest EU Member States included by GDP in 2013 (World Bank, 2015a, 2015b); England is presented separately as a switching territory.
cEU since 1996.
dNot classifiable before 1996; EU since 2004.
eEuropean Economic Area (EEA) Members.
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TABLE A2 Switching countries

Initial

copyright
categorya

Destination
copyright

category
(arrival) Country

First DM
article

published
in …

Total
number of
DM
articles;

1992–
2014

Average “DM
Share”; 1992–
2014 (5 years
before switch)

Average DM
share;
2003–2014
(after
switch)

Deviation from

countries in
same initial
copyright
category;
average of

5 years
preceding switch

Deviation from
average of all
countries last

year before
switch

Consent

Required

Not

Required

(2014)

Englandb 1994 913 0.62 (0.97) 0.89 (0.89) 51.3% �5.3%

Probably

Required

Probably

not

Required

(2012)

Canada 1992 782 0.82 (0.95) 1.13 (1.14) �7.0% �12.9%

Probably

not

Required

(2012)

Chinac 1997 2063 1.17 (1.12) 1.29 (1.13) 21.4% 2.4%

Probably

not

Required

(2008)

Israel 1997 216 0.84 (0.90) 1.20 (1.39) �48.5% 3.6%

Probably

not

Required

(2011)

South

Korea

1997 583 1.10 (1.14) 1.24 (1.15) 4.2% 19.7%

Probably

not

Required

(2005)

Singapore 1996 246 1.95 (2.04) 2.18 (2.16) 290.0% 96.5%

Probably

not

Required

(2003)

Taiwand 1997 1160 3.36 (0.89) 4.30 (4.30) 19.1% 32.0%

Total 5050 1.27 (n.a.) 1.53 (n.a.) n.a. n.a.

Probably

Required

Not

Required

(2010)

Japan 1996 585 0.37 (0.52) 0.52 (0.55) �72.0% �51.6%

Note: Sources: Own calculations based on data collected by authors on the Web of Science database.
aFirst classifiable year from 1992.
bWeb of Science reports on England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland separately; we only report the figures for England.
cUnclassifiable before 2007.
dTaiwan is not recently listed by the World Bank, not as Republic of China, either; we collected the information on Taiwan's GDP from the IMF World

Economic Outlook 2015; Taiwan provides an interesting case because it was early in switching to “Probably not Required” and exhibits high DM shares.

TABLE A3 Unclassifiable according to copyright categories (excluded from econometric analysis)

Country

First DM article

published in …
Total number of DM articles;

1992–2014
Average DM share;

1992–2014
Average DM share;

2003–2014

Russia 1997 83 0.14 0.20

Indonesia 2004 7 0.46 0.53

Saudi Arabia 2003 48 0.77 0.98

United Arab Emirates 2007 3 0.71 1.09

Iran 2005 233 1.31 1.39

Total 374 0.44 0.66

Note: Sources: Own calculations based on data collected by authors on the Web of Science database.
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